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THE CONTRIBUTION OF PUNNASSERI KALARI TO KERALA CULTURE

Punna¿¿eri Kalari is an educational institution that has contributed
severalacademicians to the world of literature. The students of Punna¿¿eri
Kalari, who are adept in Sanskrit, have given many valuable contributions
to Malayalam literature. Punna¿¿eri Kalari has its birth in the cultural
banks of Nila River which has witnessed uncountable historical incidents
like Padayo¶¶ams, Freedom struggle, Mappila Mutiny and the brave
stories of laborers. Therefore Punna¿¿eri Kalari also has accepted a
tradition of this kind.
The Pious, noble hearted scholars of Punna¿¿eri Kalari brought about an
awakening in Kerala during a period. Their meetings, mutual exchange of
ideas blessed the plains of knowledge. A few prominent among them are
introduced, mentionedand is studied here.
Kaikkulangara Rama Warriar
Ramawarriar was a scholar who lived during the period of Nambi.
There existed a good and cordial relationship between Nambi and Rama
warriar. He visited Punna¿¿eri Kalari several times. There was a story
that during his days of youth, Nambi restrained himself from going to
Thiruvananthapuram to be present before á¡strasadas, Warriar gave him
confidence and courage and persuaded him to go there1.
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Manavikrama EttanThamburan
ManaVikrama Ettan Thamburan Samuthiri of Kozhikode Samuthiri
Kovilakom was a renowned writer and convener of literary programs.He
had acquainted with all most all the renowned Sanskrit Scholar in India.
Punna¿¿eri Nambi was his favorite among them. He encouraged and
supported Punna¿¿eri Gurukulam and Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i and was keen to
meet every necessary of those .It is he who organized literary sabh¡s like
Sah¤dayasam¡gamam. He authored many works in Malayalam and the
Sanskrit2.
Vallathol Narayana Menon
Vallathol Narayana Menon is a great poet who holds close
relationship with Punna¿¿eri Kalari. In 1895 when Punna¿¿eri Nambi
went to Kozhikode to take part in „Sahrudaya Sangamam‟he was
accompanied by seventeen year old Vallathol. Vallathol took learning of
Sanskrit seriously owing to Punna¿¿eri`s motivation. His in-depth
knowledgeof Sanskrit has enriched Malayalam literature. 3 Vallthol has
translated about twenty three Sanskrit literary works like Îgveda,
Valm¢ki R¡m¡ya¸am etc. to Malayalam.
V¤ddharum ¿isyanmar¡yininnusevippon bhasma
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Rudr¡kÀapavitranganetoru áivadwijan áankar¡caryaru¶e
Jenmabhuvinu menma sankha¶ippiccu……4.
He praises Punna¿¿eri Nambi as the one who brought goodness by
knowledge to the birth place of áankarac¡ryar. He describes Nambi as a
person with ash smeared visage, worshipped by the old and young alike.
Kumaranasan
The master poet of Kerala, Kumaranasan maintained a very close
friendship with Punna¿¿eri Nambi. He praises the Kalary as the
counterpart of Goddess Sarasvati5.
G. Sakarakkuruppu
He was a frequent visitor in Punna¿¿eri Gurukulam. Vidv¡n. C. S.
Nair, U. P. Sankunni Menon, Kallanmarthody Ravunni Menon etc. who
were the students of Punna¿¿eri was his friends. He writes as follows:“We cannot forget him once we understand his nature, clad in a
„dhothi‟, with „rudr¡kÀam‟ around on his neck, she created an aura. I was
jealous of those who got an opportunity to sit in his class”.6
The great Vaidyan and orators like Vadakkeppattu Narayanan Nair, U.P
Sankunni Menon and others were those who received that fortune. Later
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on he also states: “Myself is intended to study Rasaprakara¸am directly
from the S¡hityadarpa¸am Grandham. K.K.Raja has completed
preliminary. Now should go for final. We both came to Pattambi during
X-mas holidays and learnt various ideals of Ras¡nubhava and
RasaniÀpatti with the help of C.S.Nairand thereceived eligibility letter
from Punna¿¿eri Nambi, the college principal to join the course. Kuruppu
who has conquered the poetic world yet another of the fold who received
inspiration from Punna¿¿eri Kalari.7
Nalappattu Narayana Menon
Nalappattu Narayana Menon attempted to prove his mettle in the
poetic world in the gurukulam of Punna¿¿eri Nambi. Marar remembered
his presentation of poetic work named as „Innathe Amma’ at Punna¿¿eri
Gurukulam. Punna¿¿eri Gurukulam is a Centre point of eminent poets and
literary thinkers8.
K .Vasudevan Moosath
He was born in the year 1890. He is the first disciple in Punna¿¿eri
Kalari. He became a good scholar in Sanskrit by acquiring knowledge
through Gurukulam scheme of teaching in Punna¿¿eri Kalari for a long
period of time9. Later on, after his studies he became a tutor there. It was
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during the period he became teacher in College and wrote poems in
Sanskrit.
He was proficient in handling Sanskrit language than Malayalam.
There were no other branches in the field of literature that he didn‟t deal
with. Translations, Novels, Autobiography, History of Nation and
Travelogue etc. are his literary works. „Sarvadar¿anasangraham’
and‘Artha¿¡stra of Kautilya’ etc. are his translation works. He also gave
explanation to the literary work „Girij¡ Kaly¡¸am’. He also became the
editor in Newspapers like S¡hiti, Sama, bhavini, Vasumatietc.10
Poet Sankaran Namboothiri picturised K. Vasudevan Moosath as
“n¡¶antorttonnu to½il, Ku¶umatalayil sad¡ jµ¡nad¡ham”11
(One who was wearing a towel on his shoulders and moving silently
without making any noise with a constant ambition and desire to acquire
knowledge.He always has the ability to perform in the field of literature.)
C. P Krishnanilayath
He was born in the year 1890 in Putu¿¿erri Illam in Cettappuram in
Malamakkavu. He Joined and started his studies in Punna¿¿eri Kalari at
the age of 12. In the year 1920 he passed the examination. He became a
language teacher in Malabar D Board. He was the author of a Novel
having name „Suhruthu‟. Interpretation of the story of Novel
10
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„Vasantasena‟ and translation of „Mudr¡rakÀasagadyan¡¶akam’,
„Stotrapanjika’

of

VasudevanIlayathu,

Machattilayathu,

„Var¸am¡l¡stuti‟

„Kalavadhakavyam‟

of

of

K.

Vilvamangalam,

„M¡truparidevanam‟ of Achuthapoduval were all done by him.
He also has written two autobiographies like „Punna¿¿eri Neelakanda
Sharma’, „MachatteIlayathu‟. He also made interpretation to
„Da¿akasahasram‟ in the name of „N¡r¡yan¢y¡m¤tam‟ and interpreted 25
¿atakams in „N¡r¡yan¢yam’12.
Manangurukkal
He was a multifaceted literary genius who excelled in Sanskrit and
Malayalam literature alike. He was born in 1890 and became a disciple in
Punna¿¿eri Kalari and there he befriended with C. Sankunni Nair and K.
Vasudevan Moosath. He too was a favourite disciple of Punna¿¿eri
Nambi.He published works in „Vij¡nacint¡ma¸¢’ under the pseudonym
„M¡naguru‟.„Bhaktapral¡pam’ written on the demise of his father is an
example for that Kumaranasan‟s magnum opus, Nalini to Sanskrit under
the title „Div¡karacinta’ and he also tried a translation of „V¢¸ap£v’ to
Sanskrit.
Vidv¡n C. Sankunni Nair
Cettiyartodiyil Sankunni Nair was born in 1894 in Perumudiy£r near
Pattambi. After acquiring education during his child hood days from
12
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uncle he joined the school at Perumudiy£r and in the year1915 he passed
Vidv¡n Examination 13 . Famous poet K. K. Raja has written as
underneath:
Avidvalcl¡ssu vi¶¶u drutagatiyilvarunnu¸¶u c s ataa
µ¡n kelvipe¶¶orucoleginutayamanalmuttorattathunilpp£14
(That Vidv¡n C.S. Nair is coming in a hurry manner after his return from
the school. This means that Iam standing in the Yard of a renowned
College)
He was the teacher of Mahakavi G. Sankarakurup. „Írmila‟ is hisfirst
literary creation. It is in fact nothing but the translation of Novel having
its name „Golden cage’. He also served as an editor to „Aru¸odayam’
Publication.
Kadavallur Achutath Vasudevan Moosath
Among the disciples of NeelakanthaSarma Achutath Vasudevan holds
a prime position.He was born in 1895 in Trissur. He stayed with his
teacher and well versed in Sanskrit, Astrology and medicine. He edited a
text entitled Niv¡p¡µjali. He excelled in the temple art P¡tÅakam .He
acted as a member in Kadavallur village committee and also as a judge in
a court. He died in 189515.
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K. Sankaranezhuthachan
He was born in 1899 in Rayinelloore in Pattambi. After having his
primary education in his native place he joined Pattambi Sanskrit College
and passed Sanskrit Vidv¡n examination in 1919 and from the year 1925
onwards he started his teaching profession. He also has conducted a
publication with name „Pai´kili‟16. He put his hands in various arena of
literature like Story, Poems, and History etc. Tunjathezhuthachan, Kunjan
Nambiar etc. are included in the class of historical literature. Kusum¡njali
part I, Kusum¡njali PartII,Ajavil¡pam,BaÀp¡njalietc.belongs to the class
of poems. „Citraharmam’, IrulilninnuVeliccattilekku belongs to the class
of group of stories. VihagavikÀanam, S¡hityam,Upany¡samanjari,
Sahity¡svadanam etc. belongs to the category of Essays.It is the literary
atmosphere in the Punna¿¿eri Kalari that has given K.S. Ezhuthachan to
have the ability to perform in the field of literature.
Kallanmarto¶i Ravunni Menon
He was born in the year 1900. At the age of 5 he studied for 3 years
with a local teacher. Thereafter he passed the 8th form from Pattambi
Elementary school. After that he joined Permudiy£r Sanskrti study
Centre. Though joined for Vidv¡n course, he could not complete it due to
his love for poetic works. His poetic inspirations sprouted out from
16
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Punna¿¿eri Kalari. No single poetic work of him is ever published.
Sahityasangham compiled his poetic works and published a book with the
name ‘Kallanmarto¶iy¶e Kavitakal’. Poems like „Ambiliyodu’ and
„Mukkuttippata’ were all famous17.
Cherooliyil Kunjunni Nambeesan
He was born on 1900 at Thiruvegappuram. He received primary
education from his father and after that he studied at Pattambi
Mahapadasala for a period of 4 years. He was not able to join for the
Vidv¡n course. His literary works lasted for about 40 years 18 . He
translated á¡kuntalam, Vikramorva¿¢yam and Kar¸abh¡ram from
Sanskrit for the publication of poetic works like „Mukt¡vali‟ and
„K¡vy¡njali‟. He also wrote write ups in the then publications. It is the
Punna¿¿eri Kalari that had sharpened him as a poet.
Kunjupilla Panikker (Swami Mridananda)
Kunjupilla Panikker who was known as a great scholar both in
Malayalam and Sanskrit was later known by the name Swami
Mridananda. He was born at Valiyazhikkal in Karunagapally on January
15th 190019.His father was Araya¿¿ery Kunjan Panikker. After his primary
education up to the seventh standard he became a disciple of Mutukulam
Padmanabha Panikker.Later he became a disciple of Punna¿¿eri
NeelakanthaSarma and widened his knowledge in Sanskrit. There his
17
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studied Ala´k¡ra, M¢m¡msa and Ved¡nta. After his studies there he was
appointed a teacher in the Govinda Vil¡sam Sanskrit School at
Maruthurkulangara. He then co-operated in the works of the newspaper
Dharmak¡ha½am.This job he continued for two years. And then went to
Alappuzha district and worked as a proof reader in the Vidy¡rambham
book depot. After that he worked as a teacher for seven years in Klappana
á¤k¤Àavil¡sam Sanskrit School. He then established his own institution
named Vijayavidy¡layam at Charumoodu. In that school he conducted
Malayalam Vidv¡n class. During that period the Appan Thamburan of
Kochi awarded him the title Pa¸¶itakavi (Scholar poet).He has written
about forty works, most of them were translations from Sanskrit to
Malayalam20.
He was an author of many books like S¤ng¡ratilakom,
PuÀpab¡¸avil¡sam, Îtusamh¡ram, árikriÀ¸aVil¡sam, árir¡mag¢ta,
Dev¢bh¡gavatam, yogav¡siÀ¶am, KaivalyopaniÀad, S¡nkhyadar¿anam,
Bharatakath¡samgraham,

Kandarpac£·¡ma¸i,

V¢¸apoov,

Bandhanastan¡ya Aniruddhan (Sanskrit) etc.21
K. M Kuttikrishnamarar
He is a Sanskrit and Malayalam scholar. He was born on 14th June
1900 at Thrippangottu Kizhakkemarath in ThirurTaluk. His father was
Krishnamarar Karikkattu and mother, Lakshmi Varasyar. He studied
20
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Sanskrit for 4 to 5 years in his native place. He continued his Sanskrit
studies at Pattambi College. Thereafter teachers like Punna¿¿eri Nambi
and Sambhu Sharma inspired him study Sanskrit. He wrote literary works
like Sahrudaya. In the year 1923 he passed at a Sahitya áiroma¸i22. In the
Year 1925 he got married. For about 15 years his main duties
includedteaching Sanskrit to the children of Mah¡kavi, accompanying
Mah¡kavi in his journey and also to publishing literary works etc.
Between the year 1932 to 1938 he worked as a teacher at Kal¡ma¸·alam.
He worked as a proof reader in Matrubhoomi for a long period. (1938 to
1961).
His literary works like Kum¡rasambhavam (1944) Raghuvam¿am
(1949) Meghasande¿am (1953) and á¡kuntalam (1964) helped many
Keralites who didn‟t learn Sanskrit to get in to the Kalidasa Sahrudaya in
an easier manner.
He wrote glossary to the works of his teacher Sambhu Sarmavu like
‘S¡tvika Svapnam, Pr¡krutasamvidh¡nam etc. Bh¡rataParyatanam is the
result of his entry in to the soul of India in a critical sense.
LakÀm¢pras¡dam, G¢t¡parya¸anam and áara¸agati are his literary works
at the time when he turned in to spirituality. Upany¡sa´gal, Palarum
Palatum, Nizhal¡ttam, Raj¡nga¸am, S¡hityasall¡pam, Bh¡À¡ Paricayam,
Sahityabh£Àa¸am, V¤ttaáilpam, Vi¿v¡mitran, Kaivilakku, S¡hityavidya,
Da¸·agopuram,
22
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Kalaj¢vitam Tanne (For this work he received Kendra Sahitya Academy
award) are his other literary works23.
M. K. Govindan Siromany
He was famous as a Sanskrit scholar and a teacher. He was born in
Mundupoykavila House in Perumpuzha Village, Kottankara Panchayath
near Kundara, Kollam District. Kunjen was his father and Kochunnu his
mother. He received his primary education from Perumpuzha
Korandippilly School. After that to study Sanskrit, he joined the school
run by Ezhukon Madhavanasan. It was a Centre of Sanskrit scholar,
Ayurvedic Physicians, Astrologers etc. at that time. In the year 1921he
became a teacher in S.N.V Sanskrit High School started by Perumal
Govindan of Perimbattu Kavila Bhavanam. After a small period he went
for higher studies24.
At that time people belonging to inferior class were not permitted to
get education in government schools. On coming to know about the fact
that Punna¿¿eri Nambi was providing education to all irrespective of their
caste and religion, he went to Pattambi and joined the Sanskrit school and
procured Bachelor‟s Degree from Madras University withfirst rank.
Famous Kuttikrishnamarar was his classmate there25.

23
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After his higher studies he became a teacher in SNV School. Again it
is an institution with old mode. In the year 1924 Sree Narayana Guru
appointed him as a teacher at Advaita Asramam, Aluva. He continued
there for 24 years as a teacher. In the year 1948 when Sreenarayana
College was started at Kollam, Govindan was appointed as a lecturer in
Sanskrit. While continuing there, he was appointed as the sub editor in
Malayalam Lexicon. He retired in the year 196626.
He tried to spread and propagate the messages of Gurudevan. He
passed a resolution in the Assembly for the formation of University for
Kerala while he was a member in Sreemoolam Prajasabha representing
Aluva Municipality (1931). He was also a member in Devaswam Board
Cultural Committee, Grandha¿¡la Sangham and in Text book Committee.
His children, doctor Vijayaraghavan and Smt. Kamalamma published a
book in the year 1992 under the title ‘Varaprasadam’ compiling 7 works
written by áiroma¸i Govindan.
He was interested in prompting a betting other to write rather than to
write by him. At the time when E. P. Damodaran had given explanations
to „Dhvany¡ Lokam‟, he sought the assistance and help of Govindan. He
had translated Daiva¿atakam written by Sreenarayana Guru from
Malayalam in to Sanskrit. He died on 14th June 196827.

26
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P. Kunjiraman Nair
P. Kunjiraman Nair is a renowned poet in the Malayalam literature. He
was born at Kanjagatt in 1906. It was at the age of 17,when he was a
student of Punna¿¿eri Kalari that he wrote his first poem
Prakruthigeetham. The poems ‘Neduveerppu’ and „Enteguran¡dhan’
written in 1965, deals with Punna¿¿eri Kalari and his teachers. In the
poetic works of P.Kunji Raman one can discern the beauty ofthe sky and
soil of Punna¿¿eri Kalari. Poem „Soundaryadevata‟ recalls reminiscences
of his life at the Kalari. Poem „Kuyil‟ too is written in similar lines. He
has remarked that he derived the seeds of his poetic abilities from that
land of words28. In his autobiography „Kaviyu¶e Kalp¡¶ukal’ he recalls
his memories of Pattambi educational Institution. To the world of
literature

he

offered

autobiographical

works

like

„Kaviyu¶e

Kalpp¡¶ukal’, ‘Nityakanyakayete¶i’, ‘Ennethirayunnaµ¡n’and several
other poems also.
K. P. Narayana Pisharody
K. P. Narayana Pisharody was a prominent disciple of Punna¿¿eri
Kalari. He was a versatile genious who gave remarkable contributions to
the literary world. He was born on 23rd August 1909 to Kodikunnath
Pisharath Narayanikutty Pisharasiar and Putu¿¿eri Manakkal Pasupathy
Namboothiri. He had his initial education in Gurukula style under his

28
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uncle Andala Shekhara Pisharody 29 . Completed higher studies from
S¡rasvot°dy°tini Sanskrit Mah¡p¡tÅa¿¡la and got S¡hitya¿iroma¸i and
Malayalam Vidv¡n degrees from Madras University. Then started the
career as a teacher in various institutions including Madhura American
College, Trissur Kerala Varma College, Kozhikode Ëdar¿a Samsk¤ta
Vidy¡peetÅam, Trissur Chinmaya Mission College. He was editor of
Tulaseeda½am and Bhaktapriya Magazines. He was an author of many
books like Bharatamuni’s N¡¶ya¿¡stram,
K¡vyaparibh¡Àa,

Manid¢pam,

Subhadr¡dhanaµjayam

Kum¡rasavivarttanam,

K£¶iy¡¶¶om,Tora¸ayuddhamK£¶iy¡¶¶om,

A¿okavanika´gamk£¶iy¡¶¶om,
Kramad¢pikayum

ár¢k¤À¸avil¡sambhavam

Ë¿caryac£·ama¸ivivarttanam,

Ë¶¶aprak¡ravum,

Kaly¡¸asaugandhika

Vy¡yogaParibh¡Àa, Kal¡lokam, Ëttoor (Biography), Srutima¸·alam,
Svapnav¡savadattaparibh¡Àa, Ke¿av¢yam Sanskrit paribh¡Àa, Thunchath
Acaryan (Biography), Sr¢k¤À¸acaritam Ma¸iprav¡½am Vy¡khy¡nam,
N¡r¡ya¸¢yam Vanam¡la Vy¡khy¡nam etc. He was the winner of
Ezhuthachanpurask¡ram (The highest award constituted by Kerala
Government for life time contributions to Malayalam language and
literature).
Achutha Pisharody
Achutha Pisharody is one of the disciples of Punna¿¿eri Nambi.
Fortunately he is still alive. He was born in 1912 at Chembra Trikkovil
29
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Pisharath. His father was Putu¿¿ery Pashupathy Nambootiri and mother
Narayanikutty 30 . The late Professor and Scholar K. P. Narayana
Pisharody started his primary studies in his uncle‟s house according to the
traditional style. Afterwards he went to the high School Kumaranellur and
joint in the third forum. But unfortunately after a year he was forced to
stop his studies because he was unable to pay the fee. However when his
brother

Narayana

Pisharody

passed

áiroma¸i

exam

from

S¡rasvot°dy°tini College and become a teacher Achutha Pisharody
became his brother‟s disciple and continued his studies. After that he
wrote the entrance test and passed it. Soon he joined in the
S¡rasvot°dy°tini College in 1935.There he studied as a disciple of
Punna¿¿eri Nambi for several months. After four years that is in 1939
AchutaPisharody passed S¡hitya¿iroma¸i. After that he worked as a
teacher in the S¡rasvot°dy°tini College. Achutha Pisharody had been
Ezhuthachan (teacher) for several years at Kolppalli, Trissur. There he
worked for many years without receiving money. He is always zealous to
teach whosoever comes to him to learn letters. He is now hundred and
four years old and remains as the symbol of an ideal Guru (master)31.
Ullattil GovindanKutty Nair
He was an efficient scholar, critic and a literary figure in Malayalam
Ullattil Govindankutty Nair, was born on 15th April 1906 in Ullattil
30
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Family in Perumudiyoor near Pattambi 32 . His father was Vallappuzha
Gopalan Nair and mother, Smt. Chinnuvamma. He received school
education till the 8th form and there after obtained knowledge in Sanskrit.
He received training in teaching from Palakkad. He became a primary
school teacher in Ponnani Taluk Board.

He also passed Vidv¡n

examination. He became a Sanskrit teacher and a scholar in Pattambi
School during 1946-1961 and became famous as a Malayalam Critic.
Vidv¡n C. S. Nair was his teacher in literature. „Suprasidh aS¡hitya
Pandhitanmar’, ‘Sahityasaµc¡ram’were his literary works. His pen name
is G.K.N. Sobhana, Gokulanarayanan, á¡kalyan, Y¡skar are his other pen
names33. He became the president of Sahitya Parishad in the year 1964. In
the year 1961 pareekshith Thampuran offered honour with name S¡hitya
Nipu¸an. He died on 17nth November 196634.
Prof. Sankunni Nair, M.P.
He was a disciple of Punna¿¿eri Nambi. He was a famous scholar in
Sanskrit, and a giant in the arena of literary criticism. He was born on 4th
March 1917in Mangattu Puthan Veeduat, Mezhathoor, Palakkad. He
obtained S¡hitya¿iroma¸i in Sanskrit and M.A degree in Malayalam. He
received proficiency in M¢m¡msa, Alankara áastra and in Vy¡kara¸a
also. He had knowledge in Sanskrit, English, Tamil and Malayalam
languages.
32
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He became a professor in Pavaratty Sahitya Deepika College and
Madras Pachayyapasa College. He criticized Kalidasa Natakam in his
Sanskrit work, „Chatravum Chamaravum’ written in Malayalam, was an
aesthetic work on Kalidasa Kavitha. For this work he received Kendra
Sahitya

Academy

Award.

„N¡¶ya

Ma¸·apam’,

„N¡¶ak¢y¡nubhavamenna Rasam’, „Abhinava Guptan’, „Kattunna
Cackram’, „Kavyolppathi‟,‟Nalla Bh£mi’ etc. were his other literary
works. He was also a recipient of Kerala Sahitya Academy Award,
Kalidasa Sammanam of Madhya Pradesh Government, N.V. Award and
Deviprasada Award.
He was an individual who pioneered the geniuses resorted to criticism
in Punna¿¿eri Kalari. He used to study the poetic works by using foreign
critic principles and inland principles. In his literary works a union of
both modern and ancient literary principles and ideas can be seen. He
died in the year 1965.
Ayurveda disciples of Punna¿¿eri Nambi
Raman Nambeesan
Raman Nambeesan, who became a great Sanskrit scholar and teacher,
was born at Pallippuram in 1879.His father was Kesavan Nambeesan.
Raman Nambeesan began his study as the disciple of Punna¿¿eri Nambi.
He learned K¡vya and ¿¡stra and in the year 1924 he passed Vidv¡n
exam. His classmates were K. S. Ezhuthachan and Kutty Krishna Marar.
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He served as a teacher in Pattambi College from 1925 to 1957.Later from
the year 1958 to 1961 Raman Nambeesan served in the Shornur Keraliya
Ëyurveda P¡¶ha¿¡la. He then started an Ëyurveda Pharmacy and in the
year 1965 Raman Nambeesan passed away35.
UzhuthraVarrior
Uzhuthra Varrior was the Ëyurveda disciple of Punna¿¿eri Neelakantha
Sarma. He was born on September in 1900 at the Mulattur Variyath. His
father was Eswara Varrior of Vettakkara Variyath and mother Lakshmi
Varasyar. It was at his sixteenth age that he became the disciple of
Punna¿¿eri Nambi.There his studied K¡vy¡s,Dramas, Ala´k¡r¡s and
JyotiÀa. He mastered the calculations connected with Paµc¡´ga. Later he
composed a book entitled Ëyurvedapaddhati. He also imparted his
knowledge of Paµc¡´ga in to his disciples.And in the year 1967 Uzhuthra
Varrior passed away.36
Chembra Raman Ezhuthachan
He was fortunate to learn Sanskrit, Ëyurveda and astrology
directly from Punna¿¿eri Nambi, sitting in front of him. He was born in a
village named Chembradesham in Palaghat in 1906.In 1927 he joined to
learn Sanskrit and after completion of his four years education, he gained
the Ayurveda áiroma¸i degree and became the most favorite disciple of
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the teacher. Later he obtained a scholarship from Madras government to
carry out research in Ayurveda37.
K. C. Narayanan Vaidyn
K. C. Narayanan Vaidyar was the most eminent disciple of Punna¿¿eri
Neelakantha Sarma.He was born in 1911 at the Kunnumel Cakkamatham
in Ø¡ga¶¶iri near Pattambi. His father Raman Vaidyar himself was an
efficient Ëyurveda physician and Sanskrit scholar. After his primary
education Narayanan joined Punna¿¿eri Kalari and studied Sanskrit and
medicine .He continued his medicine study till the year 1936.Afterwards
Narayanan joined as an apprentice in the Ëryavaidyaprak¡¿ini pharmacy
of Kumaran Vaidyar in Kasargode .Later he served as a physician in the
Vaidya¿¡la at Ottappalam. During that period he also participated in the
social and the cultural activities in Pattambi and was known by the name
„Pattambivaidyan‟.Thus after an event full life K. C. Narayanan Vaidyar
died on April 25th ,1967.
Narayana Vaidyar. A. N
Narayana Vaidyar, the Ëyurveda áiroma¸i of Pattambi college was the
school mate of K. P. Narayana Pisharody,Narayanavaidyar was born in
1925 at Azhivalappu in Koukkotu Amsam of Ponnani Taluk.After his
studies he served as the disciple of the famous physician of Kakkanad
Raman Vaidyan in Trissur. Unfortunately he died at the age of 36.
37
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Sarma Suceendram
Sarma Sucendram was the Ëyurveda disciple of Punna¿¿eri Kalari.He
propagated Ëyurveda treatment in the different parts of India including
Neppal.
Dr. A. Raman
Raman was one of the Punna¿¿eri‟s Ëyurveda disciples in the early
period. He was born in Ariyincira house at Kallipatam near Shornur. His
father was Kunjunni Ezhythachan.He learnt Sanskrit andJyotiÀa in his
master Punna¿¿eri Nambi .After that he went to Kolkatha, There he found
out his living by selling newspaper. Fortunately he happened to get
acquainted with Kaviraj Gananathasenan who was a Sanskrit scholar,
Ayurveda doctor and allopathic physician. At that time Kaviraj
Gananathasenan was engaged in writing two books entitled
PratyakÀa¿ar¢ram and Siddh¡ntanid¡nam. Raman helped Kaviraj in his
work of writing. Unfortunately at the time of the partition of the India in
1947 Kaviraj Gananathasenan‟s hospital was destroyed by the riots. So
Dr. Raman came to Madras and worked there as an Ëyurveda physician.

Vadakkeppattu Narayanan Nair
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Vadakkeppattu Narayanan Nair was known as an Ëyurveda
Vaidyan, Sanskrit Scholar and a famous orator. Narayanan was born at
Vatavannur in Palakkad district. His father was Achutha Panikker and
mother Narayani Amma. As a boy he was rather careless in his studies
later at the advice of Koroth Narayana Menon he went to Pattambi and
became the disciple of Punna¿¿eri Nambi. There he studied several
subjects like Sanskrit, Ëyurveda and JyotiÀa. However he was much
attracted and interested in Ëyurveda and so he preferred the work of
Ëyurveda Vaidyan. In his later years he obtains the degree also
„Vaidyav¡caspathy‟. He was also interested in writing both in Malayalam
and Sanskrit.
Assainar Vaidyar
Assainar Vaidyar (1909) was the Ayurveda disciple of Punna¿¿eri
Nambi. Kottappadathu Pillanazhiyil AssainaarVaidyar is a person who
occupied a place in the history of Pattambi. His friendship with
Punna¿¿eri Nambi has started from the time when he was serving
medicines in a shop owned by a person named as Appaswamy .He is the
person who takes Nambi to Illam with a Ranthal (Torch). Later he
became the disciple of Nambi in the subject of Ayurveda38.
There can be seen the venues of literary works filled with
prominent poets who stood as lamps of letters of Kerala and good hearted
and pious people. From the Punna¿¿eri Kalari, several contributions in the
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form of writings and co-operation to the cultural world of Kerala have
taken place.

